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Jake

I think this was a great book. It was about a boy named Muna. Muna has never known his father
because he left before Muna was born. So, after Muna's mother died, Muna went in search of his
father. Muna meets many news people along the way and lives with a swordsmith. you have to read
the rest of the book to find out what happens next. But, I would highly recommend it, especially to
seventh graders studying fuedal Japan. I give this book two thumbs up!!!

krot

I recommend this to students and teachers because it was a very good book. This book is about a
Japanese teenage boy in Feudalk Japan. His mother died and he is on a journey to find his father.
The only thing he knows about his father is that he was a samurai and he had a chrysanthemum
tattoo on his shoulder. When he goes to find his father, he encounters many things. If you like
adventure books, then you should get this.
Damand

This is a wonderful story about an orphan boy in feudal Japan who searches for his samurai father
but ends up finding himself instead. I teach 7th grade, and my students LOVE this book! It was the
only book all year that even my lowest students enjoyed reading. Don't miss it!
Xinetan

This is a great book. I recommend this to teacher to assign to their students. The reason why is for
teachers who are teaching their students about feudal Japan. It is action packed book. I recommend
it to students and children who enjoy knight-like sumarai. I really enjoy this book. I have this book at
least three times. I also recommend this to people who want to learn about the life of feudal Japan.
This book is about a boy named Muna, a boy looking for his father. Dreaming about how his father
looks like. He lives on the information that his father is a samarai warrior. He looks for a sign of the
chrysanthemum. He sneaks on a ship.
August

This book was good because the author described the book. This book was about a boy, Muna, whos
mother died and told him to look for his father. I think there should be more action because it was
kind of boring because there wasn't enough fighting. This book was good to read because it was
nicely written.
Abandoned Electrical

This book is fancinating, and contains a lot of culture. Although at some point, it was boring, the
ending seemed surprising. The climax, rather, seemed pretictable. The characters were rather dull,
but on the other hand, at some point in the story, their characteristics seem to alter.
Qudanilyr

This story is about a boy named Muna. When his mother dies, Muna goes in search for his fater, but
finds many obsticals in his way. This story was not to bad, but it had it's confusing parts. Reviewed
by David G.

I read this in 7th grade for a assignment. Seriously so boring. No climax no strong plot. It just drags
on and on
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